OVERVIEW – DESIGN OF WORK EXPERIENCE

Learn more at www.designofworkexperience.com

Design of Work Experience (DOWE) is a strengths-based, co-creation concept/model/framework that provides the much needed step-by-step
for designing, implementing, and sustaining organizational culture and employee experiences that are customized to their intended context.
The DOWE process is made of four components: DESIGN and CHANGE processes enabled by the use and development of CAPABILITY
and ENGAGEMENT throughout.
1. align purpose and
scope, identify early
assumptions and key
questions, plan and
implement user
research

There are five phases, each organized as a progressive series of learning loops of specific activities:
UNDERSTAND: provides a deep understanding of the current state through the Culture Study
CREATE & LEARN: combines learning and the creative design process to uncover new possibilities
DECIDE: iterates toward selection of solutions and the creation of the Design Blueprint
PLAN: prepares the organization for the implementation of the Blueprint with Roadmap and Action Plans
IMPLEMENT: change management and transformation of the intentionally designed future state

7. refine
ideas and gather
intelligence

8. choose based on
what best meets
constraints

2. develop
provocative
proposition and
insights from raw data
collected during
research

9. develop plan to
ensure depth, breadth,
and connectivity of
changes, as well as
what will be done and
how

3. establish critical
requirements for
organization and
employees
4. build knowledge,
inform perspective,
seek stimulus
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5. generate options,
ideas, offerings
through facilitation
6. experiment with
ideas to see how they
relate to one another,
how they work or how
they might
be modified to work

10. manage meaning
at the individual, team
and organization
levels

11. gauge progress
and build change
narrative
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12. drive momentum
and ensure changes
stick for as long as
needed

